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Teresa Moreira dos Santos is a principal associate in the Department of Public Law, Energy and Environment.

Her practice focuses on administrative and administrative litigation and on the regular advice of companies
and public entities in matters of public procurement and execution of administrative contracts. She also
advises on regulatory matters in various sectors, especially in the energy sector

Experience

Represents companies and public entities in judicial and arbitration proceedings, of high complexity,
intervening in the various stages of disputes. He has extensive experience in administrative proceedings,
namely in environmental matters, or initiated under sectoral legislation ordering various sectors of economic
activity.

In the area of Public Law, he has provided regular advice on public procurement and execution of contracts,
concessions, works, and administrative procedures.

She also advises on consumer and regulatory law in the energy, health, tobacco products and waste sectors.

Teresa has experience in the legislative and legislative process.

Prior to joining Garrigues, Teresa Moreira dos Santos worked between 2008 and 2017, first as a trainee lawyer
and then as an associate at FDR – Pinto Duarte, Côrte-Real, Casado Neves & Associados, mainly in the areas
of Civil, Commercial and Tax Law.

She was Advisor in the Office of the Assistant Secretary of State and Commerce, of the XXI Constitutional
Government, between 2017 and 2018.

She began her professional activity in 2005 at EY, as a consultant in the Transfer Pricing department (2005-
2008).



Academic background

Law Degree from the Law Faculty of the Universidade de Lisboa.

Attended postgraduate in Contentious-Administrative and Tax Theory and Practice at the Law Faculty of
the Universidade de Lisboa.


